
Marmorierte Federtasche
Instructions No. 1609

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

With the marbling technique you can conjure up great Marble patterns. Try it out right away! 

In our example we marbled a Pencil case with the help of shaving foam, of course other fabric articles are also possible.
Make sure that only is stuffed or that something is placed in the middle to protect it so that the colour cannot penetrate, like a
cushion cover.

Stuff the Pencil case looks good, e.g. with a washcloth, so that it can easily take on the colour. 

Take a big vessel. This must be large enough so that Pencil case fits in well. Pour into this shaving foam and smooth the
surface with a spatula, knife or similar. 

Now you can apply your desired fabric paints to the shaving foam. Drop or shake them gently. After all the colours have
been applied, mix them carefully with a stick until an even Marble pattern is created. 

Place your stuffed Pencil case on the edge of your vessel, press it lightly and turn it so that the Pencil case is marbled all
over. 
Tip: If you do not want to have marbled surfaces, tape it with Adhesive tape . 

Now remove the shaving foam with a spatula, ruler or similar. Make sure that you clean the spatula in between, otherwise
stains will appear. Allow to dry . 

Now dab ink onto the stamps, preferably with the help of sponge brushes. Place the stamp in the desired position and press
it firmly onto the fabric. You can now decorate the motifs with glitter liners.

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-pencil-case-with-zip-a8588/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-stoffmalfarbe-chalky-50-ml-a148486/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/marabu-glitter-liner-a66249/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

338172 VBS Pencil case with zip 1

131056 VBS Plastic spatula, 5 parts 1

610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1

120708 Painting sponge "Stippling Brush", set of 3 1

717052-12 IZINK TextileInk PadsKhol 1

303880-33 Marabu Glitter PenGlitter-Pink 1

VBS Pencil case with zip

2,69 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-pencil-case-with-zip-a8588/
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